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 Note: All EVS CW AND HW will be done in NB 2. 
  All Maths CW and HW will be done in NB 1. 
  All English CW and HW will be done in NB 1. 
 
  
EVS: Fill up:  

Fill in the blanks: 

1. My father’s father is my ___________________. 

2. My parent’s daughter is my ____________. 

3. My mother’s mother is my __________________. 

4. My parent’s son is my ________________. 

5. My aunt’s kids are my __________________. 

6. My uncle’s wife is my _______________. 

7. My father’s brother is my ___________. 

8. My father is my mother’s _____________.  

9. If I want to make it clear I am talking about my mother's mother (rather than my father's mother), I can 

say my _____________ grandmother. 

10. My father's mother (as opposed to my mother's mother) is my _______________ grandmother. 

 

       [Time: 20 minutes  MI: Verbal                  RBT: Knowledge] 

 
Maths: Puzzle:  

v Draw the table in your notebook and complete the following puzzles. 
 

 
 

 
     

 
 

 

 

 

[Time: 15 minutes      MI:  MI: Mathematical Logical  RBT: Application ] 

 



	
	

Comprehension:  
 

Read the given passage carefully and state whether the statements given below are true or false. 

In my roots, I absorb water for the rest of the plant. Slowly, my stem transports materials between 
the leaves and roots. To trap sunlight makes the plant able to make food, It takes leaves, stems, and 
roots to make up a plant. 

One of the basic parts of the plant are the leaves. The leaves have two functions. Trapping sunlight is 
important for the leaves to do. The leaf of the plants makes their own food. Leaves are a basic part of 
a plant. 

The stem is another important part of the plant. The stem has two purposes. Stems transport materials 
between the leaves and roots. Stems support leaves and flowers. Stems are a very important part of 
the plant. 

Roots are the last part of the plant. The roots have three jobs. The roots absorb water and minerals 
for the plant. Anchors plant to the ground. The roots store food for all of the plant. The roots of the 
plant are very important. 

													Without plants giving off oxygen we all will die. If we lose our brain, heart, or lungs we die and if    
           plants lose their leaves, stem, or roots they die. 
 

           1. Stems transport materials between the leaves and roots. 
           2. Roots are the first part of the plant. 
           3. Roots prepare the food for the plants. 
           4. The leaves trap the sunlight. 
           5. The roots store food for all of the plant. 
 
           [Time: 15 minutes    MI: Verbal            RBT: Application ] 
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